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innovation. Serendipity is one of the theory parts of this thesis and can be described by using a 
definition Happy Accident. 
 
The purpose of this thesis is to successfully document how the innovation got started, which 
were the following steps, how everything was planned, how everything finally went and which 
were the results. The goal of this thesis is to show how important it is to focus on making the 
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parts during the launch process were Market research, Brand positioning, Consumer insights, 
Brand concept, Brand communication concept, Distribution channels and the Product. 
 
In the results, the author has described how The Other Danish Guy looks as a brand and showed 
how the brand awareness started to grow since the launch. In the discussion the author according 
to the results proves how designing the brand blueprint since the beginning of the launch will 
help to get successful results. 
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1 Introduction 
 
Creating and launching a brand The Other Danish Guy is a story of launching an intentional 
to be a born global underwear brand by designing first the core of the brand and after focus-
ing on developing the product which is suitable for the brand. The purpose of this thesis is to 
successfully document how the innovation got started, which were the next steps, how every-
thing was planned, how everything finally went down and which were the results. The goal of 
this thesis is to show how important it is to focus on designing the brand blueprint clear since 
the beginning of the launch and how that effects in results. This thesis can be an example to 
entrepreneurs who are interested to crossing into the markets by brand in front. The thesis 
will give one example, which can be the next steps when a future entrepreneur has a new in-
novation. 
 
The author has defined the theory part of the launch process in a three main categories;  
 
Serendipity. The story behind The Other Danish Guy brand has happened by happy accident, 
which is a meaning for the term Serendipity. Serendipity is not a well-known term in the busi-
ness industry and that is the reason why the author wanted to make it familiar to the readers. 
To make the Serendipity happen in business, it takes a right mind-set to be well prepared and 
realise when Serendipity is happening. 
 
The Stage-Gate model. Launch process of The Other Danish Guy doesn’t follow any specific 
theory, all the data which were collected in the beginning of launch were chosen by need. The 
Stage-Gate model is a worldwide used product launch model, and in this case, it has been used 
by applying it to the launch process. 
 
de Chernatony Model. There is a multiple different models how to build the brand inside of 
the company. The author introduces a model from de Chernatony, which is one of the most 
referenced theory in the brand literature. The author wants to notice, during The Other Dan-
ish Guy launch process the brand wasn’t built by using any specific model, but de Chernatony 
model have been used by applying it to the launch process. 
 
Productive part is based on author’s own work experience in the company and interviews 
from Tommi Lähde (2016), one of the owners and brand designer of the company. 
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The Other Danish Guy is an intentional to be a born global underwear brand, which belongs 
to the consulting company Lähde & Co. The author started to work in the company when the 
innovation behind The Other Danish Guy had already happened, and the company started to 
collect specific data for the launch. Tommi Lähde and Matti Pesonen are the owners of the 
company, they both have 20 years’ experience in consulting, branding, marketing and sales. In 
the theory part where the author describes the characters of well-prepared mind to realise the 
Serendipity, these same characters can be recognised on entrepreneurs’ mind-set. The whole 
story behind the innovation has been described in the productive part. 
 
The thesis will start by the description of Serendipity, Stage-Gate product launch model and 
de Chernatony brand building model. Because The Other Danish Guy Concept is 90 % brand 
and 10 % product, the launch process has been described by applying de Chernatony brand 
building model to The Other Danish Guy launch process. The author will explain his own 
working experience in the company and describes the planning of launch. After the plan, the 
author will show the productive part and the results. In final part Discussion, the author will 
make a conclusion of the whole launch process; how every prepared action gave a reaction, 
which was suitable for a business. Author describes what is the importance of designing a 
brand blueprint in the beginning of the launch process, in this case even before the product 
development. Author also describes what he learned from being part of the launch process 
and which are his thoughts for the future 
 
The time period of documenting this launch starts in 01.08.2015 when the author started to 
work in the company and will be finished in 09.11.2016 when the author is writing this sen-
tence. 
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2 Serendipity 
 
Simple defining for the term Serendipity is an aptitude for making desirable discoveries by 
accident. The term Serendipity discovered by the English novelist Horace Walpole in 1754. 
The word comes from a fairy tale called The Three Princes of Serendip, the protagonists of 
which were making discoveries, by accidents and sagacity*. The contemporary novelist John 
Barth uses a nautical term to describe it: “You don’t reach Serendipity by plotting a course for 
it. You have to set out in good faith for elsewhere and lose your bearings serendipitously”. 
(Dictionary) (Johanson 2010 p. 108) 
 
* The breakthrough connection of those findings to relevant perspectives or wisdom to gen-
erate the truly “aha” discover. (Mauner 2014) 
 
 
“Discovery consists of seeing what everybody has seen, and thinking what nobody has 
thought” -Albert Szent-Gyorgyi 
 
What else is Serendipity? This far we found out that the term Serendipity describes a discovery 
which is unexpected. Serendipity is contributing when entering a bookstore and come across 
on a random book that you would have never read because it hasn’t been in the right place at 
the perfect time. It is Serendipity when you read a newspaper and find yourself reading a topic 
you haven’t been even interested or familiar only minutes ago. Serendipity is there where you 
meet a person who you fall in love. (Miriam Meckel, 2011) 
 
 
But serendipity is not just about to crashing into random moments by accident. Serendipity is 
built from the happy accidents, and what makes them happy is a discovery which is meaning-
ful to a searcher. (Johanson 2010, 109)  
 
“Change favours the connected mind” – Steven Johnson 
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2.1  Happy accident 
 
Definition Happy Accident covers a meaning of the Serendipity, but it’s important to keep in 
mind that what looks like good luck, a happy accident is in reality hard earned. 
 
Asking from the entrepreneurs and innovators how they feel about the journey, for them, the 
term luck doesn’t even exist. The meaning of serendipity behind the new innovations is to be 
well prepared and be in right mind-set so when you face the serendipity, you are prepared 
enough to realise it’s the right opportunity and worth to be a part of. (Kingdon 2012, 9-10) 
 
“Serendipity means a “happy accident” or “pleasant surprise”. Serendipity is an accident 
of finding something good or useful without looking for it. It is not easy to see when 
serendipity is happening, because it is not easy to define when human behaviour unin-
tentional and things happen like an accident. Thus Serendipity is the faculty of making 
happy and unexpected discoveries by accident. The concept of serendipity is connected 
to innovation theory. In innovation research, authors have found that sometimes also 
innovations are discoveries by accident. If people are very active, sometimes happy ac-
cidents happen.” (Kaivo-Oja, 2012) 
 
2.2 Serendipity behind the famous innovations 
 
The process of creating an invention or an idea into a product or service which creates a value 
and customers will pay for it is called innovation. (Business Dictionary) 
 
Many innovations are related to chance, a set of happy or unhappy accidents. But, just the 
chance is not enough. Experience and knowledge are necessary to transform the set of acci-
dents into innovation. (Albert Meige, 2010) 
 
The innovation of Penicillin got started when Scottish biologist Alexander Fleming took a 
vacation from his day work in the laboratory investigating Staphylococci. After he’s vacation 
when returning to the laboratory, he noticed a strange fungus on a culture he had left. The 
fungus had killed all surrounding bacteria, and since that day, the modern medicine has never 
been the same. 
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The innovation behind the first microwave oven got started when Percy Spencer, American 
engineer who while working for Raytheon, walked in front of a magnetron which was a vacu-
um tube used to generate microwaves. Standing front of it, Spencer noticed that the chocolate 
bar inside of his pocket started to melt. After more experiments, Spencer invented the first 
microwave oven in 1945. 
 
Behind the world famous invention named Coca-Cola was a pharmacist named John Pember-
ton who wanted to cure headaches by using coca leaves and cola nuts. All begins when his 
assistant accidentally mixed these two elements together with the carbonated water. The result 
was the world’s first Coca-Cola. 
 
The little blue pill called Viagra get started when the pharmaceutical company Pfizer devel-
oped a pill to relieve a chest pain. The pill didn’t work out for its primary purpose, but again 
the serendipity was in the background while something meaningful happened in the medicine 
industry. (Darren Orf, 2013) 
 
2.3 Planned Serendipity 
 
In the book Get Lucky, how to put Planned Serendipity to work you and for your business 
Muller and Becker (2012) explain the meaning of the term Planned Serendipity in the follow-
ing way: 
 
“It’s a set of concrete, attainable business skills that cultivate the conditions for chance 
encounters to generate new opportunities. Planned serendipity also provides you with 
the ability to recognise and put these opportunities to good use by showing you how to 
create and maintain the kinds of work environments, cultural attitudes, and business re-
lationships that value and reward serendipitous occurrences”. 
 
Muller and Becker have their own definition for Serendipity: “Serendipity is chance interacting 
with creativity”. This definition means that even the chance is always unpredictable, our own 
actions including creativity, our ability to create something valuable and new that didn’t exist 
before have a massive role when the chance happen. 
 
Muller and Becker have identified eight skills, each of them represents a different facet of how 
the luck finally works. Each skill contributes to making a life luckier. 
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Motion: Being capable of breaking out of the routine, shake things up, to find ways to meet a 
new people and run into new ideas is one of the basic elements behind the planned serendipi-
ty. Motion is not based on educational background, experience or IQ, it simply rewards spon-
taneous action. 
 
Preparation: Meaning for the term preparation is to be capable of linking together unconnect-
ed events, people and information. Every one of us is naturally capable of doing this, some of 
us do it better and some of us not. Understanding the preparation will give a massive impact 
how organisations model, hire, and how they develop roles, teams and employees. 
 
Divergence: Divergence is the ability to explore and recognise alternative paths spurred by 
chance encounters, some of which may challenge our current thinking. For organisations and 
people who have mastered divergence, it means a sustained innovation. 
 
Commitment: Commitment is the skill to choose from the set of options in front of us the 
right ones to focus on. By connecting our inner world to everything happening outside of it, 
we explore the new and unexpected combinations of opportunities and events. 
 
Activation: Activation is about designing experiences which forward serendipity, impulses in 
our work situations and day-to-day lives. The most successful organisations are capable of 
developing an institutional muscle memory that makes it more likely they’ll notice and act on 
the unexpected. 
 
Connection: Thanks for the digitalization we have limitless opportunities to connect with the 
world in entirely unplanned and unexpected ways. The ability to choose the quality and num-
ber of connections is one of the strongest opportunities for serendipity to happen often. 
 
Permeability: To adapt to the world of accelerating change we need to develop tools and tech-
niques which allows for the free exchange of information as well as the development of rela-
tionships between the employees inside of the company and as well partners and customers 
outside of the company. For serendipity to happen frequently, everyone inside of the compa-
ny should be part of the open conversation. 
 
Attraction: Last skill is about attraction; some people have the ability to attract serendipity to 
themselves frequently. These are the people who have mastered attraction and having the 
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skills described above. These are the people who make the best and most valuable events and 
ideas. (Muller, Becker 2012, 20-23) 
 
 
3 The Stage-Gate model 
 
 
The Stage-Gate model is a worldwide used product launch model. The model is a structured, 
organised product development and launch process which is used to lower the product fail-
ures and raise the success of the companies when launching the new products. 
 
The Stage-Gate model is a chain of stages and gates. In Figure 1 there are showed five differ-
ent stages and after every stage is followed a gate. The stages represent the activities which are 
included during the new product development process. The gates are checkpoints which con-
tain certain criterions. (Cooper 2001) 
  
Figure 1: The Stage-Gate model (Stage-Gate.com, 2016) 
 
Figure 1 shows that the Stage-Gate model starts with the discovery of the new products and 
finishes with the launch of the product in the market. 
 
To have a better understanding of the Stage-Gate model, in the chapters below every stage 
will be presented separately. 
 
3.1 Idea screen 
 
Before the first stage, there is an Idea screen, which means generating the new product ideas 
to the market. Usually, many ideas are low-valued, and it’s important to have a product strate-
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gy so the company can successfully develop a new product which customers love. (Cooper, 
2001, 154) 
 
3.2 Scoping 
 
Scoping is the first stage of the new product development and the launch process. In this 
stage, a pre-market assessment is finished. During the pre-market assessment, a scoping of the 
market needs for the product are crucial. The assessment includes; a market reception, the 
potential of the product and the requirements for the product. (Cooper 2001, 178-184) 
 
3.3 Build Business Case 
 
After the pre-market assessments, the second stage called Build Business Case is the last pre-
development stage. In this stage, the research is more detailed. The research has an important 
role during the new product development, but without defining the customer value, a new 
product cannot a success. (Cooper 2001, 184-188) 
 
Competitive analysis is one important part of this stage. To be a successful, company should 
provide higher customer value than the competitors. Competitive analysis should include de-
tailed information about competitors; first who are the competitors, what is their pricing and 
the business model and which are their strengths and weakness.  
 
Another important part of this stage is a detailed market analysis including the market size, 
trends, growth rate, profitability, segmentation, buyer’s behaviour and the distribution chan-
nels. (Cooper 2001, 197) 
 
The detailed technical assessments of the product are also very important in this stage. During 
the assessment, the company should figure out all the technical solutions and find out the risks 
which the product can face. Possible suppliers and manufacturability of product are also ana-
lysed in this phase. After the detailed technical assessment, it’s important to test the concept 
before going to the stage 4, which is development. (Cooper 2001, 184-191) 
 
3.4 Development 
 
Building the first prototype is the beginning of the development process. After the first proto-
type, it should be tested by the potential target group as soon as possible. Feedback from the 
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customers will help to lead the product development in the right direction by meeting all the 
customer requirements. (Cooper 2001, 253) 
  
3.5 Testing and Validation 
 
Testing and Validation is the stage where the product will be completed, and company start to 
prepare for the final launch. In this stage, it’s important to validate the functionality and doc-
umentation of the product. There are different test methods to use before the final launch, the 
first one is the preference test, which measures the market acceptance. During the preference 
test, the final product will be presented to the customer, facing its preferences.  
 
A Beta Test is another testing methodology, commonly in this testing, the product will be 
given to the potential customer who will use it in the normal working environment. This is 
how the product will be displayed in the real working environment. By using this methodolo-
gy, the company will get valuable information from the strengths and weakness of the prod-
uct. 
 
The final testing method is called the Market Testing. The benefits and the cost of this test 
depend on the product strategy, the uniqueness of the product and the distribution channel. 
The purpose of this testing is to figure out the expected sales and market acceptance before 
going to gate five which means giving a green or red light for the final launch. (Cooper 2001, 
273-274) 
 
3.6 Launch 
 
After the testing is successfully done and in the stage five the green light has been got, the 
final stage of the product development and launch process is the Launch. In this stage, the 
product has been proved to work with the potential customer and in the real working envi-
ronment. In this stage, the role of the marketing plan and sales have a crucial role. (Cooper 
2001, 278-279) 
 
The author wants to note that even though this is a common product launch model, the gates 
and steps are different in every organisation. In this case, The Other Danish Guy also has a 
product but during the launch and process developing the brand had a bigger role. For the 
better understanding of the branding, in the next chapter the author will describe the concept 
of brand. 
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4 Brand 
 
Brand as a term has been existing since the Middle Ages, and just the definition has changed. 
In the Middle Ages, sellers used the brands to separate the products from to each other. (de 
Chernatony & McDonald 2005, 33) 
 
When brands born at the beginning of the 20th century, the first definition was to separate the 
products. In 1950 companies started the competition between the imagines of brands instead 
of the products. Companies started to realise that even the product was better than the com-
petitors it can still lose the fight if the competitor has a better imago. And since that period the 
value of a good brand has been noticed. Customers didn’t buy the products for only the fea-
tures; they bought because the brand was meaningful for them. Brands who were able to cre-
ate positive emotions made a better success. (Cheverton 2006, 4–5) 
 
Even the benefits of a good branding had been noticed; the customers were still seen as a pas-
sive resource which the companies made the needs and sold the branded products. (Merz, He 
& Vargo 2009, 330) 
 
In these days the definition of the brand is more overall than it used to be. Traditional brand 
models saw a brand only as a name, mark or symbol. (Malmelin & Hakala 2011, 17)  
 
Today the definition of the brand is a dynamic social process where the value is made together 
with all company’s stakeholders. Also, the role of the customers has been changed, instead of 
seeing them as a passive result, the companies understand the customers are them who active-
ly make a more value. Customers are no longer seen only as single persons; they have an own 
social networks and brand communities which communicate together with the company and 
the brand. (Merz & Vargo. 2009, 331) 
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4.1 de Chernatony model 
 
There are several different models how to build the brand inside of the company. The author 
introduces a model from de Chernatony (2006), which is one of the most referenced theory in 
the brand literature. The building of the brand can be seen as a process where the brand-
identity is created. And based on the brand-identity, the imago starts to build up. Building the 
brand starts with a defining the vision and the vision can be divided to a three different parts: 
future environment, meaning and the values. After defining the vision, the company should 
focus on the already existing culture inside of the company and see if it’s suitable for the 
brand. With the right culture inside, the company can create a valuable competitive advantage 
for a brand. To create a successful business, company should focus on what the customer will 
get and also how the customer will get it.  
 
The company should set a small and long term goals for a brand. When the goals are defined 
clearly, also the employees know which way the brand should go. One important part what 
the company should focus on is to analyse the environment of the brand, which includes: 
competitors, customers, distribution channels, already existing company and the macroeco-
nomics. Next step is to identify the characters, which define the brand, and finally the blue-
print of the brand is created. Blueprint of the brand is the core of the brand, and it defines the 
personality of the brand. 
 
After creating the blueprint of the brand, the company should organise an interior execution. 
This operation helps employees to understand which are the values and core of the brand. 
Finally, the company should estimate the results connected with specified goals. (de Cher-
natony 2006, 47-239) 
 
 
 
4.2 Building Brand 
 
By using the model from de Chernatony, the process of building the brand can be separate to 
four main steps which are: Defining Vision, Analysing Brand Environment, Defining Brand 
Identity and Designing Brand Identity. The author wants to note, that during the launch of 
The Other Danish Guy there were not any specific theories used, and this model has been 
applied to this case. 
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4.2.1 Defining Vision 
 
In de Chernatony model, defining the vision is the first step when building the brand. Vision 
means “the big idea” behind the brand, why this brand exists, which are the values and what is 
the goal of the brand. In this case The Other Danish Guy, the author will use a term brand 
blueprint to represent defining the vision. The brand blueprint will be described as a brand 
concept and brand communication concept. The main purpose of defining the vision and 
creating the brand blueprint is the same, they both should challenge the company to find an 
answer for the following question: How our brand will make this world a better place? (de 
Chernatony 2006, 101–114) 
 
4.2.2 Analysing Brand Environment 
 
Analysing the brand environment, the company should identify the main characters which are 
the base of the brand success. This characters can be related to customers, competitors, distri-
bution channels and the macroeconomic. (de Chernatony 2006, 88) 
In this case, Analysing Brand Environment describes Market Research, Brand Positioning, 
Distribution Channels and Consumer Insights. When analysing the customers, the company 
should investigate what kind of customers they have and which are the buying habits of these 
customers. (de Chernatony 2001, 39) By analysing the competitors, the right positioning of the 
brand can be easier to reach. The company can also have an online store, but usually, there is a 
third part who sell the products for the final customers. And by analysing different distribu-
tion channels, the company should think how these channels affect to the brand. (de Cher-
natony 2006, 222) Macroeconomic should be analysed in order that the company will know 
how the future political, economic, social and technological changes can effect to a brand suc-
cess. (de Chernatony 2001, 40) 
 
4.2.3 Defining Brand Identity 
 
Brand identity is a set of images which the company try to create and keep. These images rep-
resent what the brand means for the customers. (Srivastava 2011, 340) Brand identity is an 
image which the company wants customers to see when they see the brand for example in the 
advertisement. Brand Identity is connected to a term Brand Imago, the difference between 
these terms is the brand identity is how the company wants customers to see the brand. And 
the brand imago is the image how the customers sees the brand. (Martínez & de Chernatony 
2004, 40)  
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The purpose of positioning of the brand is to stand out compared to competitors and create 
images to customers which are similar with their needs and expectations. (Ghodeswar 2008, 6) 
 
4.2.4 Designing Brand Identity 
 
Designing brand identity can be separated for a two different actions, in-house and outside. 
Designing brand identity inside the company, the most relevant point is the whole company 
are on the same level and every employee have a deep understanding of the brand. (Keller 
2008, 125) 
When brand identity has been designed inside of the company, next step is to move it outside. 
Executing the brand identity outside there is a few meaningful point: brand communication 
has to be in line and integrated. The brand communication should reach the brand values and 
even exceed them. (Ghodeswar 2008, 7) 
 
In this case, the brand’s communication will represent as the communication concept #mo-
mentbefore. 
 
4.3 Theory of The Other Danish Guy launch process 
 
To get a better understanding which were the steps during The Other Danish Guy launch the 
author represent a figure where the theories and steps have been showed. 
 
Figure 2. The Other Danish Guy launch process, starting from the Innovation and the steps 
for developing the product by using the Stage-Gate model and building the brand by using de 
Chernatony model. 
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As showed in Figure 2, the launch process of The Other Danish Guy started with the new 
innovation where the theory of Serendipity happened. According to The Other Danish Guy 
concept, which is 90 % brand and 10 % product, the launch process has been described by 
using de Chernatony’s brand building model.  When connecting Stage-Gate product launch 
model and de Chernatony brand building model, the author noticed they have a similar aspect 
in the parts Build business case and Analysing brand environment. On the next chapter the 
author describes his own working experience in the company and how the launch was 
planned. 
 
5 Author’s experience and launch planning 
 
In this chapter, the author will describe what his role was during the launch and how the 
launch was planned. The author started to work in The Other Danish Guy at the time when 
the innovation, the Serendipity had already happened. The new product idea was created, and 
pre-market assessments had been done. According to the Stage-Gate model and de Cher-
natony model, the author started to work in the company when the steps Idea Screen and 
Scoping from the Stage-Gate model and the step Defining vision from the de Chernatony 
model had been done. Relating to that, the author’s specific knowledge starts in the step Build 
business case from the Stage-Gate model and continues in the step Analysing brand environ-
ment from the de Chernatony model. To get specific information and details, the author has 
interviewed one of the owners Tommi Lähde, who has a strong background from consulting 
and branding. Lähde also designed The Other Danish Guy brand. 
 
Innovations often start with a problem, and after realising the problem, Lähde (2016), started 
to research specific information from the European underwear markets by doing a field study 
and desk researches. After gaining the information from underwear markets, Lähde started to 
focus on competitors and get specific information of what they have been doing in Europe. 
And finally, Lähde found out a potential target group. There was not a specific theory used to 
collect the information, but just all necessary aspects taken into consideration. After the pre-
market research Lähde found the gap in the markets. 
 
The author’s role at this point was to collect the data from the chosen target market area. Au-
thor collected data from the European underwear markets, competitors in the area, suitable 
distribution channels, universal trends, studies on the target groups and their buying behav-
iours. 
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After Lähde noticed the potential of the markets and successfully found a market gap, he 
started to design the brand blueprint. After identifying the brand blueprint, The Other Danish 
Guy started to create a product, which would be suitable for the brand. Product development 
started with the idea to connect a good-looking design with good quality. Before making the 
first prototype there were multiple interviews from the potential target group. After getting 
the results, the first prototype was made and then tested by the target group. From the feed-
back, the product development went forward and finally the first successful product was fin-
ished. 
 
 
5.1 Launch plan 
 
The Other Danish Guy was supposed to launch first time in the March of 2016, together with 
the first story of the communication concept called #momentbefore. In March the product 
wasn’t finished, and the web shop wasn’t ready but The Other Danish Guy brand still 
launched, and the team started to talk about the brand in the social media. 
Next plan was to launch the product in the beginning of June, because the second #mo-
mentbefore story was ready to be published. The problem was still the same; the factory 
couldn’t finish the product in the time. The second #momentbefore story got valuable pro-
motion for the brand, so the first version of the web shop published and pre-orders started. 
At the same time the local newspapers got interested about the story of The Other Danish 
Guy, and the brand awareness raised. Unfortunately, due to the bad quality of the web shop, 
the brand awareness didn’t affect the sales. Finally, in the August the product was ready to be 
shipped to the pre-orders and at the same time the design process of the new web shop start-
ed. The new web shop was finished at the end of September and at the same time the first 
small social media campaign got started. 
 
The author’s role in the planning of launch was at first to collect the valuable data, and later 
start to design social media campaigns and strategies for raising the sales and brand awareness. 
On the next chapter the author will describe in the more specific way what is the story behind 
The Other Danish Guy brand and show the results of building the brand and product.
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6 The Other Danish Guy 
 
The Other Danish Guy brand was born out of a happy accident. According to the theory of 
Serendipity, happy accident happens when the searcher has a prepared mind which includes a 
right mind-set, and suitable skills to search something meaningful. By the term right mind-set, 
the author references a mind-set, which is common aspect for the entrepreneur; readiness to 
embrace every opportunity. But in the land of opportunities it’s difficult to choose the right 
ones to focus. As a person the entrepreneur can make the decisions easier by knowing their 
own personality, goals and values. This same tactic can be used when building a successful 
brand, when the brand blueprint is crystal clear for an entrepreneur, the decision on choosing 
the right opportunities will come easier. 
 
6.1 Serendipity behind the innovation 
 
The next story represents the Serendipity behind The Other Danish Guy brand. The story is a 
shorter version from an article written by the online news magazine called “Good News from 
Finland”, one of the magazines who got interested The Other Danish Guy brand. The full 
article can be found in the end of the thesis, named Appendix 1. 
 
“A burning sensation in your buttocks doesn’t generally tend to lead to pleasant things. For 
The Other Danish Guy, it did – but only after a good recovery. Tommi Lähde, a man with 
about 20 years of consulting and expert level experience in marketing, always knew he wanted 
to create his own brand from scratch. After having “helped some brands succeed and contrib-
uted to some failing”, he had a clear idea as to what works and what doesn’t. 
 
Thus it was time Lähde and his long-time friend and colleague Matti Pesonen to put their 
thinking hats on. Three things were essential. Firstly, what is for sale has to be a consumer 
product people actually need, want and pay for. Second, no price regulation allowed. Third: a 
strong brand should put the product ahead the competition. 
 
The men kept on working as consultants whilst planning their next step. One of the business 
trips took the duo to New York, where Pesonen found out he was wearing an ill-fitting pair of 
underwear. Long story short: a few days and a lot of lotion later he ended up in a Wall Street 
bar ladies’ loo trying to soothe his wounds, and ended up severely scaring some innocent 
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women – whom the bartender then comforted by saying “the other Danish guy is having a 
problem”. 
 
Then it dawned on them: comfortable underwear, as daily and essential as it is, was hard to 
come by. Also, underwear as a product ticked all of their three boxes: a consumer product, no 
price regulation, and branding matters. Also, the witty name: The Other Danish Guy, in the 
need of fresh undies in downtown New York City” (Good news from Finland, 2016). 
 
6.2 Market research 
 
As mentioned in last chapter Launch Planning, after the Serendipity behind the innovation, 
Lähde started to do a market research about European underwear markets. In the Figure 3 
there have been showed the total value of the target market and shares between the competi-
tors. After successful market research, Lähde found out the gap in the market. 
Figure 3. The total value of European underwear markets and shares between the competitors. 
 
The conclusion of the market research: 
Nothing interesting had happened in the European underwear markets since the Björn Borg 
launched in 80’s. None of the major labels is focusing just on the underwear.  
Designer brands stand for nothing but the designer´s name in a world where the brand needs 
to resonate with their audience. That has resulted in overpriced, mostly cotton undies. The 
sports and fashion lines are becoming more blurred. There is also a lack of quality products 
for women. 
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The conclusion of the gap in the market: 
The multiuse clothing is a noticeable developing trend in particular walking, running, dancing, 
outdoor, cycling, agility, crossfit and MMA sports apparel. This sector is primed for significant 
growth in the coming years across Europe. The sport and fashion lines are becoming more 
blurred. There is a lack of quality products for women, who don’t want to choose between 
highly functional, technical products and fashion. Men tend to wear casual fashion style com-
bined with a technical performance. 
 
6.3 Brand positioning 
 
After successfully completed market-research and found market gap, it was time to find the 
right position for The Other Danish Guy brand. By doing a deep competitor analyses Lähde 
found a position for the brand. Conclusion of the competitor analyses; the biggest competi-
tors in the underwear markets are Calvin Klein, Victoria’s Secret, Björn Borg and Under Ar-
mour. All these big global brands are focused either to make undies for the fashion sector or 
the sport sector.  
 
To analyse that sector, Lähde made a brand positioning map for each brand mentioned be-
fore. From the brand positioning map in conclusion, Calvin Klein is focused on fashion in-
dustry with casual use, cotton made undies. Calvin Klein is also strong player in Fundamental 
layer brand –category (Appendix 2). Victoria’s Secret mostly stands also behind a designer 
image, according to Appendix 3, the positioning of Victoria’s Secret is mostly in fashion in-
dustry with a strong name in Fundamental layer brand –category. Positioning of Björn Borg is 
pretty similar than Calvin Klein, stands behind the designer’s name and focusing a casual use, 
cotton made undies in the fashion industry (Appendix 4). Under Armour is the only one from 
the biggest competitors who stands out from the competitors by not using the designer’s 
name. Appendix 5 shows how Under Armour is focused to make undies more in the sport 
sector by using technical materials for a multi-use, but Under Armour is not focused to be 
only a Fundamental layer brand. In the Figure 4 is shown the positioning map which has been 
used to analyse the competitors and the brand position of The Other Danish Guy. 
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= COMBINATION OF STYLE AND SPORTS
The Other Danish Guy
 
Figure 4, The Other Danish Guy positioning. 
 
As on conclusion of the brand positioning of The Other Danish Guy, the brand is only fo-
cused on first layer, where comes to name Fundamental layer of Confidence. Materials are 
technical materials, and undies are made for use in casual situations and sport situations. 
Without standing behind designer’s name, The Other Danish Guy combines together style 
and sports. 
 
 
 
6.4 Consumer insights 
 
After collecting and analysing the data from the potential target group the consumer insights 
can be separated into two: 
 
One: Most people would change something about their looks if they could. Many people tend 
not to consider themselves sexy or good looking, especially when seen in underwear.  But that 
has more to do with their low self-esteem than it´s about their actual looks. 
 
Two: One of the things which holds people back from pursuing their dreams is the fear of 
failure. And the lack of self-confidence that is needed to overcome that fear. Especially in 
these times we need people to take responsibility of themselves and take risks in their lives in 
order to help the society. 
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6.5 Brand 
 
The idea of the new innovation was born, market research done and the gap in the markets 
found. Competition analyses were done, the right position for the brand had been found and 
the consumer insights from the target group were defined – next step was to create the brand 
blueprint. According to the theory part, brand blueprint means “the big idea” behind the 
brand, answering questions why this brand exists, which are the values and what is the goal for 
the brand. In this case the brand blueprint is described as on brand concept and brand com-
munication concept. 
 
 
6.5.1 Brand Concept 
 
The most difficult thing to create is a simple thing, The Other Danish Guy challenge them-
selves to follow that lead and the brand concept is very simple: Selling the self-confidence. 
The Other Danish Guy brand concept is to be a fundamental layer of confidence; self-
confidence starts with a decent underwear and leads to the best things in life. They sell the 
most comfortable, fundamental layer of confidence, in a recyclable can. 
 
”Our underwear is your fundamental layer of confidence We help people to feel 
confident: successful and presentable and ready to tackle the world. They feel confident 
when they don´t have to worry unnecessarily about their underwear. They feel 
confindent when they have overcome the fear of failure.” –Tommi Lähde 
 
6.5.2 Brand communication concept 
 
#momentbefore is the theme of The Other Danish Guy communications concept, which 
symbolizes that moment everyone is familiar with: going beyond the self, despite the fear. 
Embrace authentic people taking a moment to themselves just before something meaningful 
in their lives is about to happen. 
 
“Our brand story is the story of those people who want to believe in themselves. Some 
have done it, some not yet. Nevertheless, they can act as role models for everyone 
else.” –Tommi Lähde 
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6.5.3 Distribution channels 
 
For the new intention to be a born global brand, the most important distribution channel in 
the beginning is the web shop. Without the big marketing money, it’s impossible for a new 
brand to be selected in big retailer’s collections. Learning from prior experience, The Other 
Danish Guy decided to negotiate with smaller retailers, and in the future potential distribution 
channels could be the airports, different automatic machines and cruise ships. In the Appen-
dix 6, there are described one prototype of potential distribution substation named for the 
most profitable square meter stand. 
 
6.6 The product 
 
As mentioned before, The Other Danish Guy is 90 % brand and 10 % product. When the 
brand blueprint had been finalized, next step was to design the product, which is suitable for 
the brand. During the product development process, there were multiple test groups and in-
terviews from the target group. After 9 months testing the different materials and designs, the 
final result was the combination with 88 % polyester and 12 % elastane  = 100 % fundamental 
layer of confidence, feels like you are wearing nothing. In Appendix 7 there will be shown one 
of the first prototypes of men and woman collection. Appendix 8 is picture of first prototype 
of the recyclable can where the undies will be sold. In next chapter the author will describe the 
results from the launch and what is the current situation. 
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7 Results 
 
According to Lähde (2016), designing the brand blueprint in the beginning of building the 
brand will help the company in the future to make every important decision easier. When the 
company’s goal, values and vision are all crystal clear to owners and employees, it will be easier 
to connect every action to support them. This includes the product development, choosing 
the retailers and the distribution channels, make a clear grown strategy and having a right ima-
go in the customer’s minds. Serendipity is also part of this, as the author described in the theo-
ry part; to make Serendipity happen in life and business, the mind has to be well prepared. 
This means by knowing your brand, you will know when there is a right change to take part in. 
 
Brand awareness started when The Other Danish Guy made a three-year partnership deal with 
CSN Cologne, their media partner GoPinkCologne and Jugend Gegen Aids organization. The 
Other Danish Guy became a head partner of Köln Pride at this point the first Finnish news-
papers got interested from a new player in the field. 
 
 
Figure 5, Kauppalehti 1.7.2016 
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Figure 6, Marmai 2.7.2016 
 
 
 
Brand’s first communication concept #momentbefore started at the same time with the mar-
keting. The first target area for marketing were the West and the Northwest areas from Ger-
many, where was conservative underwear market, but a potential young target audience. Per-
son for very first #momentbefore concept were Finnish race car driver Matias Henkola who 
was taking part of Nürburgring 24h driving competition. 
 
In December (2016) there will be a launch for a version 7 of Gran Turismo, one of the most 
popular driving game for PlayStation 4. In this game there will be a car with The Other Dan-
ish Guy stickers on. The game will be updated in 75 million computers all around the world, 
so it’s safe to call that a huge step for a future brand awareness. And again after launch of 
#momentbefore concept, a few Finnish newspapers (also Helsingin Sanomat, the biggest 
newspaper in Finland) got interested who is The Other Danish Guy. 
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Figure 7, Helsingin Sanomat 27.9.2016, 2 guys, 1 vision, 0 Danish people. 
 
Figure 8, Helsingin Sanomat 27.9.2016, Matias Henkola and the race car which will be part of 
the new Gran Turismo. 
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Figure 9, Good News from Finland, 19.10.2016 
 
As the author mentioned in the chapter Author’s experience and launch planning, there was a 
problem to launch and design a successful web shop. After a month’s hard work and new 
design solutions, the web shop was successfully launched. 
 
 
Figure 10, the navigation panel from the web shop. 
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Figure 11, more context from web shop. 
 
 
 
Figure 12, test results from web shop. 
 
 
As a web shop is an important distribution channel, main marketing channels are currently 
Facebook-page and Instagram, also a newsletter is used when new campaigns are published. 
 
 
Figure 13, The Other Danish Guy Facebook-page. 
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Figure 14, The Other Danish Guy Instagram-page. 
 
 
Figure 15, The Other Danish Guy newsletter. 
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Figure 16, the very first campaign called Friends with Benefits 
 
Since the brand awareness have been growing all the time during the launch, the latest article 
from The Other Danish Guy has been published 8.11.2016 (Figure 17). At the same day also 
the very first pop-up store has been launched in the shopping center Sello (Figure 18). 
 
 
Figure 17, Turun Sanomat. 
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Figure 18, the first pop-up store. 
 
More information: http://www.theotherdanishguy.com/ 
 
In the final chapter the Discussion, the author will make a conclusion of the whole launch 
process, how prepared action gives a reaction which is suitable for a business. Author 
describes what is the importance of designing the brand blueprint in the beginning of creating 
a new brand, in this case even before the product development. Author also describes what he 
learned from being part of the launch process and which are his thoughts for the future. 
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8 Discussion 
 
As mentioned in Introduction, the time period of this thesis is between 01.08.2015 and 
09.11.2016. During that time the brand awareness of The Other Danish Guy has grown every 
month and Finnish newspapers have done interviews of the owners Tommi Lähde and Matti 
Pesonen. According to the steady growth of the brand awareness, designing the brand blue-
print since the beginning of the brand building will help the owners and employees to follow 
the vision and lead the brand through the challenges. 
 
The launch of The Other Danish Guy was a little bit more complicated compared to the orig-
inal plan. According to the original launch plan, there were a problem with the product-
development and the web shop. Having a well-designed brand blueprint in the beginning will 
give to the owners and employees a clear vision of the future of brand and through the all 
challenges, The Other Danish Guy’s own brand story tells the same message as the brand 
concept; selling the self-confidence. Helping people to feel confident: successful and present-
able and ready to tackle the world. Don’t be afraid to take the risks or experience failure. 
 
By applying the future trends to The Other Danish Guy concept, there can be found similar 
aspects;  
 
Eco-design. The Other Danish Guy sells the undies in the recyclable can and products are 
made in Portugal. Customers are getting more and more aware how and where the products 
are done.  
 
Transparency. Revolution of the digitalization has been allowed access for the customers to 
find detailed information about the company and product before the order. Having all the 
information easily available as transparent as possible, the buying decision will get easier. 
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Storytelling. People like to hear the stories, people will remember the stories, and people will 
tell the stories. To have a storytelling as a part of the brand communication concept, the com-
pany will make the advertisements more interesting and memorable. In The Other Danish 
Guy, the brand communication concept is to tell the stories of normal people and how they 
have believed in themselves. This allows customers to identify and make them falling love 
with the brand. 
 
Humanity. When designing the brand blueprint, the company should think a brand as on per-
son. People buy from people, not from the stone cold big corporations. 
 
The author chose the theory of Serendipity to represent the start of the innovation, because 
it’s not a typical theory to use especially in business. This thesis can be used as an example 
how to lead the planned Serendipity and which are the subjects to support it. Future entrepre-
neurs can use this thesis when they have an idea of new innovation and they’re planning to 
make the next step. This thesis gives an example how to enter the markets brand in front, in 
this case building of the brand started before the product-development process. 
 
Analysing the author’s own working and learning experience in the company; beginning of the 
launch process everything was unclear and even though my university Haaga-Helia gives a 
good preparation for the work life, it was hard to perceive a bigger picture. During the launch 
process, I learned how the professionals create new brands and which are the subjects to in-
volve. Of course the whole launch process is the own path of learning all the time; no one 
knows everything immediately. During the launch process, the author started to take the notes 
about the included actions. Author started to apply the learned skills to plan his own compa-
ny, and I’m still in that road, learning and going further every day. According to the brand 
concept of The Other Danish Guy and how the purpose is to sell self-confidence, the author 
can honestly say working together with The Other Danish Guy brand has been a huge step for 
self-confidence. I trust my professional skills more, and learn more about myself every day. 
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10 Appendices 
 
“A burning sensation in your buttocks doesn’t generally tend to lead to pleasant things. 
For The Other Danish Guy, it did – but only after a good recovery. Tommi Lähde, a man 
with about 20 years of consulting and expert level experience in marketing, always knew 
he wanted to create his own brand from scratch. After having “helped some brands suc-
ceed and contributed to some failing”, he had a clear idea as to what works and what 
doesn’t. 
Thus it was time Lähde and his long-time friend and colleague Matti Pesonen to put their 
thinking hats on. Three things were essential. Firstly, what is for sale has to be a consum-
er product people actually need, want and pay for. Second, no price regulation allowed. 
Third: a strong brand should put the product ahead the competition. 
The men kept on working as consultants whilst planning their next step. One of the busi-
ness trips took the duo to New York, where Pesonen found out he was wearing an ill-
fitting pair of underwear. Long story short: a few days and a lot of lotion later he ended 
up in a Wall Street bar ladies’ loo trying to soothe his wounds, and ended up severely 
scaring some innocent women – whom the bartender then comforted by saying “the oth-
er Danish guy is having a problem”. 
 
 
Witnessing your colleague’s tail end in pain might not be a turning point for many start-
ups. Yet, to The Other Danish Guy, it’s essentially where everything started. After this in-
cident, two more rules were established. “Never again would we share a hotel room. I’d 
seen enough – or too much,” Lähde says with a grin. 
 
The other one was about underwear. Every time Lähde and Pesonen travel together, 
Pesonen would have to wear comfortable undies. Lähde made sure of this by marching 
him into the flagship store of a brand he liked and forked out 800 euros on dozens of 
pairs for Pesonen. 
Then it dawned on them: comfortable underwear, as daily and essential as it is, was hard 
to come by. Also, underwear as a product ticked all of their three boxes: a consumer 
product, no price regulation, and branding matters. Also, the witty name: The Other Dan-
ish Guy, in the need of fresh undies in downtown New York City. 
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“At first it was all a joke. Then I happened to come across some business intelligence data 
and noticed athletic leisure clothing market was skyrocketing. That’s when new players 
can step in the game,” Lähde explains. After researching fashion and sport businesses, the 
duo spent about a year building strategies for sales, marketing and distribution. The re-
sultant brand belongs to Lähde & Co, a company jointly owned and run by Lähde and 
Pesonen. 
 
Although the fashion industry is one of the most competitive in the world, men’s under-
wear scene is dominated by big names. Lähde and Pesonen weren’t afraid to stand up to 
the likes of Calvin Klein. “People in general should have more courage. What would you 
do if you stood no chance of failing?” Lähde asks – rhetorically. 
 
Currently The Other Danish Guy sells underwear for both men and women. The focus is 
strictly on “things that touch the skin” and keeping them classy and comfortable at the 
same time. That, Lähde has found out, is the source of confidence. 
“In our discussions with customers, we’ve learned that particularly for women confidence 
be-gins from underwear – including in situations where no one else sees it.” 
 
Contrary to the norm in clothing industry, the duo wanted to keep production in Europe. 
The products are manufactured in a factory in Portugal, where there’s no cutting short 
when it comes to environmental or other ethical issues. 
“We visited the factory and wanted to get to know the process from meeting employees 
to seeing what happened to water after it’s used for dyeing,” Lähde notes. 
As underwear is worn all over the globe, The Other Danish Guy is facing a huge crowd 
of potential buyers. The first target is in Germany, where negotiations with retailers, dis-
tributors and brand ambassadors are at full steam. Lähde deems Europe as the core mar-
ket, at least for starters. One country in particular has proven interested. “We’ve received 
plenty of messages from Denmark,” Lähde says and laughs. “They ask if we’re Danish – 
and where they can get our products from.” (Good news from Finland, 2016)” 
 
Appendix 1, the story behind The Other Danish Guy. 
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Calvin Klein
 
Appendix 2, the brand positioning of Calvin Klein 
 
Victoria’s Secret
 
Appendix 3, the brand positioning of Victoria’s Secret 
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Björn Borg
 
Appendix 4, the brand positioning of Björn Borg 
 
Under Armour
 
Appendix 5, the brand positioning of Under Armour 
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Appendix 6, the most profitable square meter stand. 
 
 
 
Appendix 7, the first prototypes of mens and womans collection. 
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Appendix 8, picture of first prototype of the recyclable can where the undies will be sold. 
